Performing Outcome

Providing Department: Assessment

Number: 1

Type: Performance Outcome

PERFORMANCE OUTCOME: An area of focus for improvement efforts
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MEASURE 1: Specific method used to collect evidence, direct and/or indirect, of the outcome. Attach a copy of instrument(s) used, if applicable.
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Measure 1 Data Source:

Is Measure 1 direct or indirect?

MEASURE 2: Specific method used to collect evidence, direct and/or indirect, of the outcome. Attach a copy of instrument(s) used, if applicable.
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Select a folder below for more options.
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Measure 2 Data Source: 

Is Measure 2 direct or indirect:

- Please relate each outcome to the KSU Strategic Plan. To do so, follow the instructions in the "Relating to a Strategic Plan Item" section of the Improve KSU Guide.

- Is this outcome related to a federal grant awarded to the department or unit?

  Grant Source and Title (If Applicable):

Assessment Plan Status:

- Assessment Plan includes the above information for each selected outcome. Information below should be completed at the end of the reporting cycle. All information for selected outcomes constitutes an Improvement Report.

**RESULTS:** Aggregated data, summary of the analyses, and interpretations for each measure.

**IMPROVEMENTS:** Improvement(s) verified with data and trends, including information from previous cycles, related to the outcome (for outcomes measured more than once).

**BRAINSTORMING:** Possible strategies for improvement. This is an area for the collection of ideas (the selected strategy for improvement follows below).
Additional Resources

The Improve KSU website (http://oie.kennesaw.edu/improve-ksu) provides additional resources to support your assessment efforts. Please contact the Office of Institutional Effectiveness at assessment@kennesaw.edu if you have any questions. Thank you for your active engagement with and commitment to the Improve KSU initiative.